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A Place for Yarrow on the Golf Course

Yarrow (Achillea millefolium).
Flowering stalk; about one-half

natural size.

Yarro"w, ordinarily classed as a weed,
is a splendid plant to grow on cops,
ridges, embankments, and places sub-
ject to much trampling, while even on
putting greens it makes a turf of very
satisfactory quality. It will thrive on
the poorest and thinnest land. Its
strong, creeping roots make it an ex-
cellent binder for light and sandy soils.
Under close and regular mowing it pro-
duces a bright green turf thick and
velvety in appearance and soft and
springy to the tread. For some un-
known reason it seems impossible how-
ever to establish a pure turf of yarrow,
as it will allow grasses to creep in.
Where it occurs on putting greens it
should not prove to be at all objection-
able. It is exceedingly difficult to
eradicate; its dense, tough system of
roots occupies the soil tenaciously, and
if eradication is desired it is necessary
to cut the whole patch out three inches
deep and replace with fresh soil and
clean turf. Young plants may however
be easily removed with a weeding knife,
care being taken to remove the entire
root. It is readily distinguishable by
its long, narrow, finely cut, almost fern-
like, crinkled leaves, which form thick
clusters when the plant is kept cut.
Left uncut, it produces a flower stalk
12 to 18 inches in he i g h t capped
throughout the summer with a single
compact head of small, nearly white,
dusty gray blossoms. Seed is avail-
able from Europe, but some of the
native sorts are better than the Euro-
pean ones as turf formers. It is a com-
mon plant in open spaces over most of
the United States.

Low spots in the fairways and rough.-Doubtless last season you
observed low spots at places in the fairways and rough where water
would accumulate or which were difficult to mow. Possibly at the
time you had no chance to remedy these or did not care to disturb
the turf. Winter or early spring is a good season to correct such
conditions. The sunken turf in the fairway may be lifted and the
hole filled in with soil and the turf replaced. The same may be done
in the rough, or it may be just as satisfactory, and doubtless cheaper,
simply to fill in over the old turf and reseed with some suitable grass
for the rough, such as sheep's fescue, red fescue, or Canada blue-
grass.


